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1 Description

CirCUs is a SAT solver based on the DPLL procedure and conflict clause recording [7, 8, 2]. CirCUs includes most current popular techniques such as two-watched literals scheme for BCP, activity-based decision heuristics, clause deletion strategies, restarting heuristics, and first UIP-based clause learning. In particular, CirCUs adopts transformations of the CNF formula to be decided that allow them to do more through deduction and decrease their reliance on enumeration [4, 6].

Detecting whether the resolvent of two clauses subsumes either operand is easy and inexpensive. Therefore, checking on-the-fly for subsumption [5] can be added with almost no penalty to those operations of SAT solvers that are based on resolution. This detection is used to improve three stages of CirCUs: variable elimination, clause distillation, and conflict analysis.

Simplifying the CNF clauses leads to fast Boolean Constraint Propagation (BCP) and to earlier detection of conflicts in practice. CirCUs is incremented with preprocessing based on subsumption, variable elimination [1, 9], and distillation [4]. Resolution is the main operation in preprocessing. Therefore, on-the-fly subsumption is also applied to the preprocessors for variable elimination and clause distillation. During eliminating variables, at each resolution operation, we can check if one of the operands is subsumed by the resolvent, like the on-the-fly subsumption check in conflict analysis. A clause can be simplified by on-the-fly subsumption, regardless of whether the variable is eventually eliminated. Conflict analysis in clause distillation also performs resolutions steps as conflict analysis in DPLL. Therefore we can increase efficiency in the distillation procedure by using on-the-fly simplification.

In addition to conflict learned clauses, this version of CirCUs utilizes the clauses learned by dominator analysis during the deduction procedure tend to produce smaller implication graphs and sometimes increase the deductive power of the input CNF formula. In our approach, immediate dominators are computed with an efficient self-subsumption check, and a learned clause based on dominators contains two literals. This approach can also be extended to clauses with more than two literals by computing multiple dominators. Our experiments showed that these learned clauses based on multiple dominators improve the performance of CirCUs.

Two variables \( p \) and \( q \) are equivalent in formula \( F \) if and only if \( (p \rightarrow q) \) and \( (q \rightarrow p) \) are implicates of \( F \). Variables in equivalence relation belong to the same
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equivalence class. In an equivalence class, a representative is selected and it substitutes for all other variables in the clause database. This yields fewer variables, and allows the SAT solver to explore a reduced search space.

A dominator clause tends to help in the identification of equivalent variables. As many dominator clauses with two-literals are generated, more chances to discover equivalent variables are produced. Thanks to a fact in [3], CirCUs may detect equivalence relations without explicitly checking two-literal clauses in formula $F$ during implication. In addition, the two-literal clauses can be examined periodically to find equivalences that escape the on-the-fly detection.

CirCUs is written in C. An ANSI C compiler and GNU make are required to build it. It is supposed to be compiled for 32-bit machines.
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